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FUTURE SPECULATION POSSIBLE
cat-wrestler, promised to encour
age this enterprise through a 
number of measures including 
“spreading 
rumours and having big wharves 
built for no reason.”

Graham Wafer-Dentist, local 
idiot and publisher, expressed 
pleasure when informed of the 
Morass statement. “This will be a 
great boon to our business and 
should keep Bull and Ken Fories 
in editorials for weeks” Mr. 
Dentist said in a local tavern 
yesterday. He then threw up on 
Bull Schmidt and fell face down 
on the floor, raving insensibly and 
making lecherous advances on a 
waitress’ ankles.

Mr. Morass is 56.
Henry Hicks was unavailable 

for comment.

bv Dazzel Beakin
Mayor Edmund Morass said 

today that speculation about the 
future of the Port of Halifax was 
“entirely possible, given present 
conditions. But I'm only specu
lating.” Mr. Morass was re
sponding to a reporter’s question 
as to whether speculation about 
the future of the Port of Halifax 
was possible given present con
ditions.

A triving local industry has 
developed based on speculation 
about any and all possibilities for 
Halterm and the rest of the Port, 
no matter how pointless or 
remote. The industry employs 500 
people, and Bull Schmidt, in such 
jobs as newspaper editors, news
casters and bimbo headline 
writers.

Mr. Morass, a professional
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■ Chin-collector may move to liberals
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Ottawa(KP)- Rumours continued 
to spread today in Ottawa that Joe 
Clark, local politician and chin- 
collector, has been offered the

leadership of the Liberal Party. 
Mr. Clark, it will be remembered, 
once ran for the leadership of the
Conservative party but has since 
faded into obscurity. His wife is 
widely acknowledged to be the 
brighter of the two, but one

insider says; “This is a bit like 
comparing the 10 of a potato with 
that of a turnip.”

It is not known whether Mr. 
Clark will accept the offer, if 
indeed it' is genuine. Some doubt 
exists in that the offer was 
reportedly made by John Diefen
baker, Flora MacDonald and Bob 
Stanfield.

Henry Hicks was unavailable 
for comment.
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Hope your new constitution works out 
better than the last one!’

Rolling Stone may be here
by Pete Moss 
Staff Reporter

Mick Jagged, leader of the rock 
group the Rolling Stones, and 
cohort of dame Margaret 
Trudeau, will be in Halifax on 
May 3 for a trial regarding the G. 
Frank film entitled: “Thumb- 
sucker Blues”.

Jagged said “certain scenes in 
the film make the group look bad" 
and he wants a ban on release of

See pages 5-8 line of Liberals.
Henry Hicks refused to com

ments on reports that he wàs.one 
of the prominent thumbsuckcrs 
appearing in the film.

something new and beautiful.”
The premier said he had been 

inspired by reports that Prime 
Minister Trudeau and his wife

Unknowns may Levesque wants a
90 day

'trial separation’ INSIDEset tax rate
have agreed to a trial separation. 
“The parallels are striking” he 
said. “The French- English split, 
her running off to New York 
looking for a new lease on life- 
just as I did a few weeks ago. 
Why can’t nations behave like 
civilized individuals?

by Hattie Mouthandense
Mayor Edmund Borus said in a 

council meeting last night that a
couple of unknown hoods from vesque announced today that the 
Monteal may be moving into province will seek a ‘trial 
Halifax to establish a new tax rate separation’ of 90 days from 
for the city with the best mayor Canada. He described the plan as 
east of Montreal. ‘‘..an amicable way to resolve a

"What worries me is that they nasty dispute. We'try it on our wi„ ask for custody of the St. 
are unknown he said own for a while- see how things Lawrence Seaway, federal pro-

They may not even be hoods or work out. Don't look at it as an perty in Quebec, and Labrador,
from Montreal, they could be end. but as the beginning of Levesque denied reports quot-
p-een men from Mars for all I ------------------™. ing him as saying "1 have great
know. 1 just know one thing - Star reporter injured legs. Why should 1 wear baggy
they are unknown! Frankly 1 m 
worried," he said.

Comics... p.5
Sweet bugger-all else, really 
Same stuff as the morning paper 
Ads, ads and more ads

by Harold Shay
Quebec Premier Rene Le

the film. The objectionable scenes 
are those where groupies are seen 
sucking the thumbs of some of the 

Reports have it that Quebec KrouP members. We understand
the scenes are quite explicit, local 
Police Farce spokesthing, Joe 
Hoss commented.

DID YOU KNOW?
-that Canada is the second or 
third largest country in the world 
-that E=mc 2?
-that cows, once they lie down, 
cannot get up again without the 
aid of the farmer and the large 
winch?
-that 3 + 3 = 7?
-that this writer is a loony?

Hoss said, “personally 1 would 
rather put a bullet through Jagg
ed's head. It saves an expensive 
trial". Hoss comes from a longpants.”
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by Max Petty

Male Scar reporter. Dazzle 
Beakin, was severely injured 
today in a two story fall after an 
“interview” with G.W. Dentist 

today with yours truly (daddy s regarding a small riot in a Halifax 
girl), the Queen announced that 
Britain’s turn towards socialism

W aQueen ’’not amused” w,
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by Heather Dentist
London - In an exclusive interview

tavern yesterday. Mr. Beakin is 
now unemployed for reasons of 
“gross disloyalty and treason”.

No deaths were reported in the 
tavern incident, but a waitress is

was “not amusing”.
“The Labour government's 

drive to bring my homeland to 
economic ruin is not at all ac- in “fair” condition in a local 
ceptable?”

The Queen is 63 and recently for the removal on six false teeth 
underwent a lobotomy.
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hospital following an operation

mfrom her ankle.
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*ADalhousie president Hicks tricks Dicks r
Dalhousie University President up in a popular Ottawa retirement 

Henry Hicks, reported missing home, known as ‘the Senate’, but 
three years ago by Dalhousie apparently he hasn’t been seen 
students, continues to elude there in a while. He’ll probably 
private detectives hired by the turn up next as the leader of some 
university to search for him.
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emerging nation.”
Vice-President Andy Mackay 

He fooled us again said Nick refused to answer any questions 
Cool, local private eye, yesterday, and Dr. Hicks, as usual, was 

We thought we had him holed unavailable for comment.
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7he editorial staff of the Male-Scar - photo taken in the office of our 
publisher Adolf Dentist.


